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Abstract
Relating Sound to Language
The objective of this thesis is to acquire as much information as possible about a
representative set of everyday sounds so that we can draw far reaching conclusions
about them. The thesis explores how everyday sounds are perceived by us and are
represented in our minds. I want to determine if language is a reliable window on the
mental representation of the sounds. In this thesis, I use language as the link between
the higher level abstract knowledge about sounds with everyday sounds.
I approach the issue from two directions which are the two experiments described in
the thesis:
1. From sound to language (providing auditory input and obtaining linguistic
information) – I provided Dutch subjects with some everyday sounds and obtained
from them the categorization of the sounds along with the linguistic description of the
categories. Multidimensional scaling analysis of the categories, coupled with
linguistic analysis of the description provided an insight into how people categorize
everyday sounds.
2. From language to sound (providing linguistic information and obtaining auditory
output) – I provided Dutch subjects with some onomatopoeic words and
corresponding sounds and asked them to mark the most typical sound with respect to
an onomatopoeic word. This was compared with the most typical sounds obtained
through the cochleogram analysis of the sound structure of the sounds. The results
thus obtained showed that the phonetic structure of onomatopoeic words is not
arbitrary and onomatopoeic words indeed correlate with the corresponding sounds.
The thesis provided the conclusion that we perceive and categorize everyday sounds
based on various parameters, which are not only acoustic or auditory in nature, but
also semantic in nature. Another conclusion I draw is that the acoustic features of
sound are encoded in the form of phonetic features in onomatopoeic words. Thus, I
establish that there is an intricate relationship between sound and language, and we
use semantic and phonetic features to represent everyday sounds in language.
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CHAPTER 1.
General Introduction

This thesis explores how everyday sounds are perceived by us and are represented in
our minds. I want to determine if language is a reliable window on the mental
representation of the sounds. The objective of the thesis is to acquire as much
information as possible about a representative set of everyday sounds in order for us
to draw far reaching conclusions about them.
I approach the issue from two directions which are the two experiments described in
the thesis:
1. From sound to language (providing auditory input and obtaining linguistic
information) –
I provided Dutch subjects with some everyday sounds and obtained from them the
categorization of the sounds along with the linguistic description of the categories.
Multidimensional scaling analysis of the categories, coupled with linguistic analysis
of the description provided an insight into how people categorize everyday sounds.
2. From language to sound (providing linguistic information and obtaining auditory
output) –
I provided Dutch subjects with some onomatopoeic words and corresponding sounds
and asked them to mark the most typical sound with respect to an onomatopoeic word.
This was compared with the most typical sounds obtained through the cochleogram
analysis of the sound structure of the sounds. The results thus obtained showed that
the phonetic structure of onomatopoeic words is not arbitrary and onomatopoeic
words indeed correlate with the corresponding sounds.
The research in acoustics has largely concerned itself with the perception of the
quality of sound, but we still know little about how people associate sounds with
events and what the acoustic cues inform us about these events. The sensation based
theories of perception have suggested the idea of primitives of sound. Under this view,
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a sound signal is described on the basis of Fourier transform like duration, phase,
amplitude and frequency. According to traditional psychoacoustics, the elemental
sensations are identified on the basis of these primitive physical dimensions (Gaver,
1993). Thus, for this view, a complex perception is made up of the integration of
elemental sensations.
On the other hand, there is an ecological approach to perception developed by Gibson
(1986). From ecological perspective, it is complex events and entities that are
perceived instead of elemental sensations. The world from the ecological perspective,
thus should be rich in information, because the physical description of sounds is not
limited to the primitives, but to events in the world. This seems a legitimate
conclusion because it is not the exploration of the primitives of the sound but the
exploration of the world through events that is the main aim of perception, i.e. it is
more important to perceive the event of an approaching car instead of perceiving the
tone and pitch of the car engine noise.
Thus, according to Gaver (1993) “the study of perception should be aimed at
uncovering the ecologically relevant dimensions of perception …”, and finding out
the nature of information encoded in perception. One step towards this is to look at
how people categorize the sounds perceived. Perceptual categories formed in the
minds of humans are important cue to the process of cognition. An analysis of the
categorization is bound to reveal the basis of perceptual categories that people form,
and hence give an insight about the way cognition and perception work. In the first
experiment, I tried to discover the perceptual categories of sounds in human subjects.
I tried to discover how auditory objects are organized categorically by humans.
The first experiment consisted of a categorization task followed by the description of
the categories. The aim of the free categorization task was to identify the knowledge
that is involved in the perceptual representation of the sounds. An analysis of the
description of the categories was done to reveal some of the information that is used
by the subjects to categorize sounds.
For the second experiment, I try to discover how onomatopoeic words imitate the
sounds they refer to. The hypothesis for this experiment is that since onomatopoeic
2

words imitate the real sounds, it should be possible to predict the characteristic
properties of the corresponding sound given an onomatopoeic word. The signal
structure of the onomatopoeic word should indicate the signal structure of the sound
that it refers to.
For the experiment, I compared the phonetic description of some onomatopoeic words
with the cochleogram analysis of the sounds corresponding with the onomatopoeic
words. I got a numerical score of how well the description of the linguistic word
matches the acoustic properties of the sound. This helped to determine what
parameters are useful in describing an onomatopoeic word. The typicality of multiple
sounds with respect to an onomatopoeic word was also discovered with the help of the
experimental setup. The results of the experiment were cross checked with human
subjects. To ensure that the results obtained from the subjects were reliable enough, a
kappa test for the Fleiss’ Kappa was also run. The conclusion and finding of the
experiment were very interesting. It helped to establish that the onomatopoeic words
do imitate the sounds they represent linguistically, and some parameters, like
periodicity, may help to predict the kind of sound an onomatopoeic word is used for.
The thesis is divided into 5 chapters. First chapter is the general introduction to the
thesis. The next two chapters deal with the first experiment, i.e. the sound to language
experiment. Chapter 2 gives the introduction to the experiment and mentions the
experimental set up for this experiment. The analysis of the data, along with the
results and conclusions of this experiment is recorded in chapter 3. Chapter 4 details
the introduction, data analysis and results of the second experiment. General
conclusions and points to future work are collected in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2.
Sound to Language
In this chapter, I provide an introduction to the first experiment. First section gives an
insight into the theory behind the experiment. Second section presents the research
done in the past related to this field. In the last three sections I provide the details of
the experiment method, the set up of the experiment and the preliminary analysis of
the data.

1. Introduction to the Experiment
The objective of this experiment was to find the categories of the sounds as perceived
by the subjects. Sounds were presented as stimuli to the subjects, and various groups
defined linguistically were obtained from them. The basis of the experiment is the
idea that categorization is a top down processing task. Rosch (1978) describes the
prototype and level of abstraction as being the two principal properties of categories.
A prototype is the most representative member of a category. Since categories are
based on similarity, every member of a category shares some similarity with its
prototype. The level of abstraction is the level at which an object is described. This
picture of world implies that there is top down processing involved because we
perceive objects, abstract the knowledge about the features of the objects, and then
categorize the objects according to the prototypes. Since there is top down processing
involved, a study of categories and categorization would give us an insight into how
people organize their knowledge about the world in terms of the similarities of the
objects.
In order to study the categorization process I conducted an experiment. Figure 1
provides the sketch of the basic idea behind this experiment. Sounds are provided to
the subjects as stimuli. They use certain strategies to group these sounds. These
groups and the linguistic description of the groups are obtained as the output. A study
of these groups and their description may reveal the strategies that are employed by
the subjects to categorize sounds. This may give an insight into the perception.
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Fig. 1. Sound stimuli are provided as input, groups are obtained as output, statistical
and linguistic analysis reveals the categorization parameters behind the formation of
the groups.

2. Previous Work and Literature Analysis
Research work has been done previously in the field of categorization and perception.
In particular, there has been quite a lot of work in the area of visual perception. Here,
I mention some of the representative work from various areas.
Some of the most important and the earliest research on categorization and perception
comes from Eleanor Rosch (Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Rosch, 1978). She established
that prototypicality plays an important role in categorization of objects. The general
conclusion she arrived at was that categories are fashioned around the prototypical
member of the category. Another similar theory is the context theory of exemplar
learning (Medin & Schaffer), which posits that categorization judgements stem from
the stored exemplar information. These kinds of views defined the concept of
categorization through similarity, but they discounted the fact that the concept of
similarity (and hence categorization) are not theory independent. They depend on the
choice of stimuli, the theoretical framework, cultural factors, and the methods of
analysis of the results. This turned a new leaf the research on categorization. Now, the
researchers focussed on the individual sensory perceptions instead of attempting to
paint the picture of categorization in its entirety.
Research has been done with studies targeted at understanding the process
categorization with respect to specific sensory perceptions. Ross & Murphy (1999)
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studied the classification of food items. They found that a real world domain such as
food can be categorized into taxonomic categories (based on composition, like grains,
vegetables, etc.) or script categories (based on context, like lunch, dinner, etc.). This
was a benchmark finding which has since guided the analysis of the findings in
categorization and perception research. Groundbreaking work on the often neglected
sense of smell was conducted by Dubois (2000). This work established the
importance of using psychological and linguistic techniques in order to analyze the
categorization process for complex sensory perceptions like smell and taste (which
are different from the most often studied sense of vision). Since smell and taste do not
have any physical scale to measure against (as compared to light and sound), they
require more abstract techniques, like linguistic and psychological techniques, for
analysis. It also emphasized the importance of cultural background in defining the
cognitive processes.
There has been an elaborate research on the sense of taste. A remarkable work of
research in this field is Lelièvre et. al (2008). It is reported in this work that the
categorization of the taste of beer, as obtained through sorting tasks, is comparable in
the trained and untrained assessors, but their linguistic description differs a lot. This
proved that using only sorting task to discover categories is not a good strategy. It
should be combined with linguistic description to better understand the parameters
that the assessors might be employing while categorizing the stimuli.
The field of characterization of sound in urban environment has been the major area
of research in auditory perception. This kind of research has concentrated on eliciting
subjective hedonic judgements by the human subjects on the sounds in urban
environment. In these studies, human subjects were asked to listen to the sounds and
categorize them on the basis of some parameters whose value can be assigned only
subjectively. For example, Maffiolo et al. (1998) reports the results of experiments
where the subjects categorized sounds on the basis of two parameters, pleasantness
and loudness. In a similar experiment, Maffiolo et al. (1999) elicited qualitative
judgements by the subjects on urban soundscapes. Such experiments have provided
the same conclusion that the presence of human activity in the noise makes it more
agreeable as compared to the presence of mechanical noise.
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Another important work in this field is Dubois et al. (2006) on the cognitive
categories that mediate between individual experiences of soundscapes and collective
representations which are shared in common language. This approach focuses on
meanings that people attribute to soundscapes while trying to bridge the gap between
individual perceptual categories and sociological representations. In this study, the
subjects categorized the soundscape recordings on the basis of semantic features that
integrate the perceptual ones, and then they described the categories they made. The
sounds associated with human activity were categorized to be more pleasant than the
sound associated with mechanical activities. Also, the meaning attributed to the
sounds by the subjects determined the evaluation of the sounds. Thus, it was found
that the evaluation of the sounds and their categorization is semiotic in nature and is
grounded in cultural values given to different types of activities. Usually, the sounds
used for this kind of study were urban soundscapes, though there have been studies on
sound levels inside the trains affecting the comfort of the travellers.
These research works are important because they established the proper methodology
and protocol to be followed for research in this field. But these research works
engaged themselves with either only non-auditory sense of perception or only the
psychological response of the human subjects to the urban soundscapes. In this
experiment I present the research on common sound sources.
As the result of this experiment :
1. I expect to find categories of auditory perception in human subjects.
2. I want to see if comparable results are found from sorting tasks and linguistic
description.
Since this experiment is more of an investigation into methodology, the results are not
expected to be exhaustive but only indicative of the possible categories. For this
experiment, I use the techniques and methodology established in the past research. In
the next section I describe the methodology and data collection related to the
experiment.
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3. Sorting Task
Sorting tasks are one of the methods of collecting similarity data. In this method the
subjects are asked to group together the stimuli based on some parameter. Free sorting
task is a type of sorting task in which the subjects sort the stimuli based on what the
subjects consider is similarity. The subjects are free to use their criteria to sort the
stimuli. Since categorization is a natural cognitive process, sorting task is an
important window into the cognitive processes of the subjects. Compared to other
methods of collecting similarity data, e.g. direct pair-wise similarity evaluation and
triadic similarity evaluation, sorting task has the advantage of being less tedious and
time consuming. It is especially effective when the number of stimuli is very large.
Because of its ease and the important insight it provides into the cognitive processes
of the subjects, sorting task has been widely used in the research in Psychology and
Cognitive Sciences. According to Lelièvre et al. (2008), sorting task has been used by
psychologists since the 1970s (Healy & Miller, 1970). It has been used to investigate
the perceptual structure of a very large variety of objects and products like odours
(Chrea et al., 2005), food products (Lawless et al., 1995) and even fabrics (Giboreau
et al., 2001). The result obtained from the sorting task is analyzed quantitatively using
multidimensional scaling. Generally, authors using the sorting task report that it is an
easy and rapid method for obtaining perceptual insight.
For the present experiment I used a sorting task followed by the linguistic description
of the categories made by the subjects. Such kind of sorting task has an added analysis
of the linguistic description provided by the subjects. Linguistic descriptions give an
important cue to the perceptual processes that gave rise to the categories of the
subjects. The MDS (multidimensional scaling) results obtained from sorting task are
comparable across different types of people (e.g. experts vs. non-experts), but the
linguistic results obtained from the linguistic analysis of description are different for
different people. For example, Cartier et al. (2006) showed that for experts and non
experts, the results of the sorting tasks is almost the same, but their linguistic
description of the categories is remarkably different from each other. I expected to
find valuable information from the analysis of the sorting task as well as the linguistic
description.
8

4. Experimental Setup
In this section I describe the experimental set up for the experiment. The experiment
was conducted on 10 subjects. All the subjects were the native speakers of the Dutch
language. The experiment was performed with each of the subjects individually. The
software used for the experiment was TCL LabX version 0.3.2 (Gaillard, 2008). This
software allows running sorting experiment with a user-friendly interface.
In order to decide the set of stimulus sounds, a pilot study was run by Dr. Daniele
Dubois in France consisting of only sorting task. The goal of this pilot study was to
obtain the a priori categories for the sound stimuli so that an appropriate distribution
of sound stimuli may be chosen for the experiment.
The sounds used for this experiment were an assortment from the collection used by
Gygi et al. (2007) and Marcell et al. (2000). The collection contained 20 sound stimuli
of about 2 seconds each. Some of the examples of the sounds are the sound of a boathorn, a baby crying, clapping sound, barking sound of a dog, etc (See Appendix for
the complete list). Each subject was presented with 20 sound stimuli using the TCL
LabX interface on a laptop. The subjects only saw discrete icons for the sounds
tagged s1, s2 etc. On clicking the sound icons the subjects could listen to the sounds
through a pair of Sennheiser HD215 headphones. The instructions for the experiment
were in Dutch and were provided to the subjects in written form. The entire
experiment had two parts to it. In the first part, the subjects were required to sort the
sound clips into various groups and in the second part they were required to describe
the groups formed in the first part. In order to avoid the expectation of description
affecting the categorization judgements, each subject was told about only the first part
of the experiment at the start.
In the first part, the subjects were only asked to listen to the sound clips and put them
into various groups. The icons of the sounds could be dragged and huddled together to
form a group. The subjects were not given any prior criterion for grouping the sounds.
They were free to decide any subjective criteria and apply it to sort the sounds into
various groups. The subjects were free to listen to the sounds as many times as they
wanted. No time restrictions were imposed on completion of the task.
9

There were no restrictions on the number of groups that could be made and the
number of sounds that could be put under each group. The only restriction was to put
each sound into at least and at most one group. Thus, in theory, each subject was free
to make at least one group (with all the 20 sounds in it) or at most 20 groups (with
only 1 sound in each group).
After the subjects finished the first part of the experiment, they were told about the
second part. In this part, they were asked to describe using the Dutch language the
groups of sounds they had just finished making. The subjects were free to use as many
words they wanted to describe the group. They were not allowed to change or
manipulate the groups they had made in the first part. It was observed that when asked
to describe the group in the second part, many subjects expressed a desire to
manipulate the groups which they were not allowed to do. This justified not informing
the subjects about the comments till the second part.

5. Preliminary Data Analysis
In all, 10 people made 76 groups of sounds, at an average of 7.6 groups per person.
The configuration of the number of groups containing a particular number of sounds
was as follows:
5 sounds = 7 groups
4 sounds = 8 groups
3 sounds = 24 groups
2 sounds = 24 groups
1 sound = 13 groups
It is clear from the data that the subjects preferred to make groups of 3 and 2 sounds.
This means that 73% of the groups comprised 2 or 3 sounds. Also, the subjects
preferred making single member groups than 5 or 4 member groups. Out of all the 20
sounds, corkpop and tearpaper appeared most in the single member groups. The
highest number of times any two sounds paired together in any groups was 9. There
were 9 such pairs out of possible 400 pairs. Out of the possible 400 pairs of sounds,
10

240 pairs had no instance at all, and about one third, i.e.160 pairs showed at least one
instance.
The comments were written in Dutch. In their comments, most of the subjects used
two or three words long phrases. Only one subject used very long description. This
subject was the only one to refer to the sounds by their tags inside the comments.
These comments were later translated into English through a qualified native speaker
translator.
In the next chapter, I present the analysis of the data using two tools, PERMAP and
DISTATIS followed by the linguistic analysis.
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CHAPTER 3
Sound to Language:
Data Analysis
In this chapter I describe the techniques used for the analysis of the data obtained
through the sorting task. I used three techniques to do the analysis of the data: two
multidimensional scaling techniques, PERMAP and DISTATIS, and the linguistic
analysis. The first section of the chapter gives an introduction to multidimensional
scaling. Second and third sections introduce the PERMAP software and give an
analysis of the output obtained through PERMAP. Fourth and fifth sections introduce
DISTATIS, while giving an overview of the steps involved in the procedure of
DISTATIS analysis. Sixth section presents the various results obtained through
DISTATIS. Seventh section compares the results obtained from the two different
tools, and presents cumulative result. The last section provides the linguistic analysis
and conclusion.

1. Multidimensional Scaling Analysis
There are many ways of visualizing information. If given is a set of a number of
points, some significant information may be displayed in the form of a map with
points with points and distances among the points. From this map, a matrix of interpoint distances may be obtained. Multidimensional scaling is a mathematical
procedure that facilitates the interpretations. With the help of multidimensional
scaling, information contained in a data set can be represented by points in a two
dimensional space. The input of multidimensional scaling is a matrix of Euclidean
distances between points and its output is a map or a model that reflects the
similarities in the objects as the distance of points in space. Thus, multidimensional
scaling (also called MDS) is one of the approaches of modelling the variation in
objects by measuring the similarity of the objects and then representing the objects in
the form of distances. The spatial arrangement of the objects in space is used as an
indication of inter-object distances. Objects that are very similar to each other are
placed closer to each other on the map, and objects that are very different from each
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other, are placed further away from each other on the map. Apart from this,
multidimensional scaling also provides a way of finding which objects form groups.
MDS finds a set of vectors in a p-dimensional space such that the matrix of Euclidean
distances among them corresponds as closely as possible to some function of the input
matrix (i.e. matrix of similarities or dissimilarities) according to a criterion function
called stress. Stress is a measure of the lack of correspondence between the distances
among points implied by MDS map and the input matrix. 1 The (dis)similarity matrix
is also called distance matrix because it is a matrix of interpoint distances.
There are three types of multidimensional scaling analyses. The first type is called
classical multidimensional scaling procedure or the Principal Component Analysis. It
takes (dis)similarity matrix and provides a configuration of points called a coordinate
matrix. These points can be presented in the form of a two (or higher) dimensional
map. The Euclidean distances between the points on such a map are the same as that
on the original distance matrix. Classical multidimensional scaling tries to minimize a
function called strain which is a loss function.

2

The second type is called metric

multidimensional analysis. It is a superset of classical multidimensional scaling
because it is also based on measured distances. It generalizes the optimization
procedure to the loss function called stress which is minimized. It is quantitative in
nature. The third type is called the non-metric multidimensional analysis. It is based
on the ordinal relationship. It attempts to preserve the rank order in the
(dis)similarities. It is qualitative in nature.
The three types of techniques are used in various fields where visualization of various
types of data is required. Despite the fact that fatigue, adaptation and carryover effects
may create problems for research with food and odours, multidimensional scaling has
been used widely in experiments related with other sensory perceptions like smell and
taste (Lawless et al. (1994), Abdi et al. (2007); Dubois (2000)). With sounds these
problems do not arise, hence multidimensional scaling can be seen as a good approach
to analyze the auditory data.

1

As retrieved on 01st August 2009 from http://www.unesco.org/webworld/idams/advguide/Chapt8.htm
As retrieved on 01st August 2009 from
http://www.mathworks.com/products/demos/statistics/cmdscaledemo.html
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2. PERMAP – Employing Perceptual Map
In the present work, PERMAP software (Heady and Lucas, 1997) was used to obtain
the perceptual map from the multidimensional scaling data. PERMAP is a software
program that uses conventional metric multidimensional scaling techniques to
construct a map showing the relationship between objects. It uses classical metric
multidimensional scaling. Classical indicates that ‘a minimization procedure is
applied to an objective function related to deviations between distances on the map
and psychological or perceptual distances as given by a set of dissimilarity data’,
whereas metric indicates that ‘the dissimilarity data are accepted as ratio- or intervallevel data, rather than just being rankings or preferential relationships’ (Heady and
Lucas, 1997).
PERMAP allows one to choose various settings on different parameters. For the
present experiment I used the default settings of the parameters. MDS type was fixed
to be ratio. This type of MDS attempts to find a set of produced distance dij which
tries to satisfy the relationship dij / Dij = k1, where Dij is the original distance, k1 is an
arbitrary constant, and i and j value between 1 and N where N is the number of
objects. In PERMAP, the value of constant k1 is always set to unity. For goodness-offit, Kruskal’s Stress1 parameter (Kruskal & Wish, 1978) was chosen. Kruskal’s
Stress1 parameter is very commonly employed in statistics tests, hence it provides
results that can be compared with the results of other studies. The value of dimension
was 2-D which is the default value for this parameter in PERMAP. It also provides
many distance formulas to choose from. For the experiment I chose the default
Euclidian distance relationship which Heady & Lucas (1997) enumerated as:

dij =

(Xi - Xj) 2 + (Yi Yj) 2 - ∂ij

where, ∂ij is the similarity matrix and the variables X and Y are measured using
arbitrary orthogonal coordinates.
The input of PERMAP is half matrix made out of similarity list or dissimilarity list.
For submitting the similarity list, it is required to produce a symmetric matrix. From
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the data of each subject of the experiment, a similarity matrix Δ of 20+1 objects was
formulated. The 20 sound samples functioned as the first 20 objects, and one more
object by the label ‘nothing’ was added. The value in the ith row and the jth column
of the similarity matrix, denoted ∂ij, is defined as follows:
1. ∂ij = 1 if i and j are in the same group,
2. ∂ij = 0 if i and j are not in the same group.
Apart from this, if a sound occurred alone, i.e. if it was not grouped with any other
sound, it was considered to be paired with the object labelled ‘nothing’. Having a
separate label ‘nothing’ allowed to distinctly denote how many times any sound was
not grouped with any other sounds. This label facilitated to record the number of
times a sound was considered to be distinct from all the other sounds. For the ith row
and ith column, the value was kept to be default 1. This would provide the symmetric
hypotenuse of half matrix. The individual similarity matrices thus obtained from the
ten subjects were aggregated to formulate one global matrix. The higher-right half of
the matrix was omitted. This provided the lower half-matrix which was then
submitted to PERMPAP.

3. Analysis of PERMAP Output
In this section, I provide the Waern links analysis of the PERMAP output. Waern
links are a form of graphic analysis (Waern, 1972). They are the representation of the
relationships between points (representing the objects) on a map. Waern links are the
links that connect the closest (or the farthest) objects, hence they map the most
important (or significant) part of the (dis)similarity matrix. 3 There are two types of
Waern links : the smaller third Waern links, and the greater third Waern links. The
smaller third Waern links are actually the smallest one third of the links that connect
the objects on a perceptual map (i.e. they are the one third of the all the links, and they
are the smallest ones). The greater third links connect the farthest objects.

3

Personal communication with Dr. Ronald Heady.
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Since smaller Waern links indicate that the connected objects are most closely
grouped together, they can lead to the discovery of potential categories. The objects
that are connected by the smaller Waern links to each other would belong to a
category. PERMAP allows choosing the percentage of smaller third Waern links, i.e.
one can choose from 1% to 33% of the smaller third Waern links which will connect
the points with greatest affinity to each other and hence forming a very strong
category.
I first obtained perceptual map, of the stimuli with the help of PERMAP. Then, I used
Waern links to discover the groups in the perceptual map. After discovering the broad
groups, I tried to give a common description to each of the group. If a general
description could be provided to the group, I treated such a group as a category, and
the description of the group led to the label of the category. If the group was not
homogeneous and a general description could not be provided, I did not consider such
groups for labelling the categories.
The minimum possible value that could be chosen for Waern links was 0%. At this
value, no links appeared on the perceptual map. On choosing 1% value on the smaller
third Waern links parameter, three links were displayed connecting the following
sounds (See Fig.1) :
(i) car horn, boat horn
Honking of horns
(ii) dog bark, sheep
Characteristic cries of animals
(iii) telephone, doorbell, church bell.
Ringing of bells
The first group is that of the horns from the means of transportation. The second
group is of the characteristic cries of animals. The third group comprises alarm sounds
that summon someone’s attention. These three emerged as the groups with the
shortest Waern links binding the sounds.
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Fig. 1 Waern Links data : 1% of the shortest Waern links in the data. The sounds
connected by the blue line are most strongly associated with each other.
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At this level of Waern links, the sounds seem to be linked with respect to a criterion.
The action that produces the sound seems to be this criterion. In each of the first
emerging groups, the sounds are linked to each other on the basis of the action that
produces the sound. For example, while talking about the first group, one can say, I
hear the honking of the horn of X, where X could be either a car or a boat. So the first
group represents the honking of horns. The second group consists of the sounds of
animals crying in their characteristic sound. Similarly, any of the sounds from the
third group can be talked about by saying, I hear the ringing of X, where X could be a
telephone or a doorbell or a church bell.
With each gradual increase in the value of the percentage of Waern links, more links
were revealed. At the value of 5%, more sounds were linked to each other, and the
groups emerging from such linkages of the sounds were (See Fig.2):
(i) car horn, boat horn, airplane
Sounds by the means of transport
(ii) dog bark, sheep, horse gallop
Sounds by animals
(iii) telephone, doorbell, church bell
Ringing of bells
(iv) waterbubbling, ocean
Sounds by movement of water
(v) clapping, laughter
Sounds of happy occasion
(vi) dropice, pourwater
Sounds of preparation of a drink
(vii) tearpaper, glassbreak
Sounds of disintegration of objects
18

Fig. 2 Waern Links data : Following figure shows the 5% of the shortest Waern links
in the data. 7 links can be seen at this percentage.
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Out of the 20 sounds (and one label), 17 sounds were discovered to have Waern links
with other sounds at 5% of the total links. At 5%, not only did the number of groups
increase, the nature of the groups also changed due to the inclusion of more sounds
into the existing groups. Now the first group changed from being the group of the
horns honked by the means of transportation to simply the sounds produced by the
mechanical means of transportation because of the linking of aeroplane sound to the
group. Similarly, due to the inclusion of galloping sound of the hooves of a horse, the
second group changed from being the sound of the characteristic cries of animals to
simply the sounds produced by animals.
One of the new groups to emerge is the group with the sound of the movement of
water, which includes the bubbling of water and the crashing of ocean waves. One
would expect the sound of pouring water to be linked into this group, but it actually
forms a group with the sound of dropping of ice. It was described by a subject as the
group of the sounds of preparation of a drink. Another group was formed by linking
the sounds of clapping and laughing. This group was described by a subject to be
denoting the sounds of a happy occasion. Paper tearing sound and glass breaking
sound are linked together and can be described as the sounds of disintegration of
objects.
These seven groups still did not include all of the sounds. The sounds that were still
not linked to any sound groups were the sounds corkpop, typewriter, and baby cry
(apart from the label nothing). This issue could be addressed in one of two possible
ways : positing single member groups, or increasing the percentage of Waern links.
One could consider the leftover sounds as singular member groups in themselves. The
sounds corkpop, typewriter, and baby cry could each be considered as a group in itself.
The label nothing denotes the number of times any sound was not grouped with any
other sound. Since, it consists of heterogeneous sounds, which have been part of other
groups as well, it was not counted as a separate group. With three singular member
groups, the total number of groups would become 10. The three new groups are :
(viii) typewriter
Sound of a typewriter
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(ix) baby cry
Sound of a crying baby
(x) corkpop
Not recognized popping sound
Cork popping sound was the least recognized sound. In their response, 4 out of 10
subjects explicitly used the phrase ‘not recognized’ or ‘not identified’ for this sound.
This explains why corkpop formed a separate group on its own at 5% of the smaller
Waern links. The crying baby sound should intuitively be grouped with the sounds
produced by humans, i.e. the sound of clapping and laughter. But since this group
denotes the sounds of happy occasion, the crying baby sound emerged as a separate
group on its own. Typewriter sound is the mechanical sound that is unintentional, i.e.
the sound is produced mechanically, but not in order to attract attention.
On increasing the percentage of the smaller Waern links to 6% (see Fig. 3), all the
sounds (except for the label nothing and the sound corkpop) were linked with at least
one other sound to form clear groups. Most of the groups remained constant as
compared to the 5% of the smaller Waern links, but the configuration of some
existing groups changed. The most remarkable change was the linking of the means of
transport group with the attention summoning group. Following are the groups that
were discovered along with their descriptions:
(i) car horn, boat horn, airplane
Sounds by the means of transport. This group remained constant.
(ii) dog bark, sheep, horse gallop
Sounds by animals. This group remained constant.
(iii) telephone, doorbell, church bell
Ringing of bells. This group remained constant.
(iv) waterbubbling, ocean
Sounds by the movement of water. This group remained constant.
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(v) clapping, laughter, babycry
This group changed from the sounds of happy occasion to the sounds by humans.
(vi) dropice, pourwater, tearpaper, glassbreak, typewriter
The groups containing the sounds of preparation of a drink and the sounds of
disintegration of objects merged together with an addition of the sound of typewriter.
Now it can be described as the group containing sounds made by disintegrating or
impacting objects. Alternatively it can be described as the group of in-house sounds.
(vii) corkpop
Not recognized popping sound
It is possible to increase the percentage of the smaller Waern links even further. But
on increasing the percentage, all the sounds get linked to each other, which is not the
desirable result. So the 6% is the maximum value of the percentage of the Waern links
to discover the groups in the given data. The best describable groups were attained at
5% and 6% of the smaller Waern links. Some of the groups were easily describable
and remained constant, showing very strong affinity between the members of the
group. At 5% there were many individualistic groups with single members. Their
description could not be general in nature, but a specific one describing the particular
sound. At 6% some of the groups merged together and lost homogeneity, and most of
the sounds were linked into groups.
Out of the several groups I discovered at different values of percentage, I found the
most optimum results were obtained 6%. On the basis of this result, 6 broad groups
emerged through the analysis of the Waern links.
1. Sounds made by animals
2. Sounds made by humans
3. Sounds made by the means of transport
4. Sounds made to attract attention
5. Sounds made by movement of water
6. Sounds made by disintegration and impact of objects (alternatively, in-house
sounds)
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Fig. 3 Waern Links data : Following figure shows the 6% of the shortest Waern links
in the data. 7 links can be seen at this percentage.
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These are the groups that are describable with a general label. These groups can be
considered as categories, and their names can be considered as the labels of the
categories. Thus, through the Waern links analysis, I discovered 6 broad categories in
the MDS data.
One can abstract more on the level of description of these categories to find the basis
of these categories. Out of these groups, the first three, i.e. the group about the sounds
made by animals, humans and means of transport, are identified by the source of the
sounds. The group of the sounds made to attract attention is based on the purpose of
the production of sounds. The groups of movement of water, preparation of drink and
disintegrating objects are based on the sounds which are the by-product of some other
activity. So, these groups are based on event based sounds. Thus, through the Waern
links I discovered the categories that are largely based on either the source of the
sound, or the purpose of the production of the sound, or the event that produced the
sound.
The list of the categories I discovered is not exhaustive because I left out the cork
popping sound. The discovered categories are only indicative in nature. Given more
data, and more subjects these sounds could have been merged into a describable
category which had a significant presence in the MDS data. For example, in the data,
corkpop sound was paired with drop ice sound by 4 out of 10 subjects. But this was
not significant enough for the analysis involving the Waern links. Similarly, a greater
inclusion of sounds from mechanical devices might have provided a chance of
establishment of a group of mechanical sounds. For the present work, the analysis is
more of an indication of a new way of discovering categories instead of providing
absolute categories.
In the next section, I present the analysis of the data using a different tool. Then I
compare the results from the two tools.
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4. DISTATIS
The last section of this chapter documented the use of PERMAP for discovering the
categories from the similarity half matrix of the data obtained from the experiment. A
major advantage of using multidimensional scaling and perceptual maps is that they
can easily deal with problems involving substantiation and demonstration of results
based on data involving multiple dimensions. Another advantage of using perceptual
maps is that since interpretation is visual and graphical in nature, it does not require
any a priori knowledge of the stimuli that is being mapped.
Lawless et al. (1995) pointed out that one drawback of using traditional
multidimensional scaling for the sorting task is that when the data is compiled for the
individuals, since they have sorted the object only once, the inter-object relationship is
of the nature zero or one, indicating whether the objects were grouped together or
were placed in different groups. To make the data suitable for the multidimensional
analysis the sorting matrices are aggregated across individuals. But in doing this, the
information on individual sorting is lost. Not only the individual differences will be
hidden, also the aggregated representation may be far removed from the
representation of every individual subject. This means that subjects themselves can
not be compared with each other for agreement. In other words, simple
multidimensional scaling analysis focuses entirely on the object of sorting task, and
the information about the subjects who are the assessors is lost.
DISTATIS (Abdi et al., 2005) is a method that resolves these problems. DISTATIS is
a generalization of classical multidimensional scaling. It combines classical
multidimensional scaling analysis and STATIS (Escoufier, 1980). STATIS, which
stands for ‘Structuration des Tableaux A Trois Indices de la Statistique’, allows for
the simultaneous analysis of several data matrices computed from the same set of
subjects. DISTATIS goes one step further by taking into account the individual data.
Classical multidimensional scaling procedure involves transforming each distance
matrix into a cross-product matrix. This provides a set of coordinates such that the
Euclidean distances of the coordinates approximate the original distances as much as
possible. In a similar manner, DISTATIS computes cross-product matrices from
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individual distance matrices. These individual cross-product matrices are added
together to obtain an aggregated cross-product matrix which is called the compromise
matrix. The principal component analysis of the compromise matrix provides the
position of the objects in the compromise space (Abdi & Valentin, 2007).
DISTATIS is a versatile tool that can be applied to a variety of data because it takes a
set of distance matrices as the input, and the distance matrices may correspond to
measurements based on any variable. DISTATIS then evaluates the agreement
between these variables. For this experiment, variables are the subjects and the
inputted distance matrices correspond to the sorting by each subject. So, for this
experiment, DISTATIS evaluates the agreement between the subjects.
Two maps, one for the subjects and the other for the sounds, emerge from DISTATIS
analysis of the results of a sorting task. These maps can be analyzed employing the
same techniques as the multidimensional scaling analysis because like in a standard
multidimensional scaling analysis scenario, the distance between the points on the
maps denotes their similarity. The map of the sounds is obtained from the analysis of
compromise matrix of the sounds. This matrix is obtained by aggregating all the
distance matrices by the subjects. An analysis of this map is likely to present the
major categories in which the subjects have sorted the sound stimuli. This will allow
us to double check the findings from PERMAP. The subjects’ map is obtained by
analyzing the similarity between the distance matrices that represent the sorting by the
subjects. Analysis of subjects’ map will provide an insight into how much each
subject differs from the other subjects in sorting tasks. This would establish the degree
of variation in the categories formed by the subjects.

5. Steps involved in DISTATIS
Here, I describe an overview of how DISTATIS functions, with reference to the
present experiment. The description is largely based on Abdi et al. (2007) and Abdi &
Valentin (2007). A general picture of procedures taken up in DISTATIS is :
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Indicator matrices Æ Co-occurrence matrices Æ distance matrices Æ Cross-product
matrix Æ Compromise cross-product matrix
1. Indicator matrices - The first step in DISTATIS analysis is to obtain the index
matrices. Each subject provides with a collection of groups of the twenty sounds.
Each such collection is turned into a respective indicator matrix. The rows represent
the sounds and the columns represent the groups. The order of the column was
arbitrary. If the sound represented by a row was sorted in the group represented a
column, a value of 1 was awarded to that column, otherwise a value of 0 was awarded.
For each subject t, the indicator matrix is denoted by L[t].
2. Co-occurrence matrices - Each individual indicator matrix is converted into a sound
to sound co-occurrence matrix by multiplying the indicator matrix with its transpose.
Co-occurrence matrix has sounds both on the rows and the columns. In this matrix, a
value of 1 indicates that the sound represented by the row and the sound represented
by the column were put in the same group. A value of 0 indicates that they were
sorted into different groups. When T = 10 is the total number of subjects, the cooccurrence matrix is denoted by R[t].
R[t] = L[t] L T[t]
4. Distance matrices - Each individual co-occurrence matrix is then converted into a
between-sound distance matrix. This is a kind of dissimilarity matrix in which a value
of 1 indicates that the sound represented by the row and the sound represented by the
column were not sorted together. The distance matrix is denoted by D[t].
D[t] = 1 - R[t]
5. Cross-product matrices - These individual dissimilarity co-occurrence matrices are
then transformed into respective cross-product matrices by squaring each element of
the distance matrix, and centring this squared distance matrix so that the origin of the
distances is at the centre of gravity of the dimensions of the matrix.
Ξ = I − 1 mT
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S”[t] = −1/2 Ξ D[t] ΞT
where, Ξ is the centring matrix, m is the vector mass composed of positive numbers
whose sum is equal to 1, and S” is the cross product matrix.
6. Normalization - We want to compare the sorting done by the subjects. Individual
cross-product matrices from various subjects need to be normalized before they can
be compared. Normalizing is done by dividing each cross-product matrix by its first
eigenvalue. Thus, the cross-product matrix S”[t] for any subject t is transformed into
the normalized cross-product matrix S”[t] using the formula:
S[t] = λ−11 × S”[t]
The first eigenmiller-value of a normalized matrix is equal to 1.
7. Compromise cross-product matrix – In order to find the agreement among the
subjects, we study the agreement between their cross product matrices. This
compromise of subjects is captured in the compromise cross-product matrix. The
compromise cross-product matrix is obtained through a weighted average of the
individual cross-product matrices. The weights are chosen to make the compromise
cross-product matrix most representative of all the subjects, such that the subjects
agreeing the most amongst each other are assigned larger weights.
Finding such weights requires the evaluation of the similarity between the subjects.
This is done by computing the RV coefficient between all the pairs of subjects, which
is the measure of similarity between squared symmetric matrices (Robert and
Escoufier, 1976).
Between any two individual cross products matrices S[t] and S[t’] the RV coefficient is
calculated as :
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The RV coefficients are captured in a between-subject similarity matrix denoted C
containing values between 0 and 1. RV value of 1 between any two subjects means
they had sorted the sound stimuli exactly the same. The weights to be used for the
compromise cross-product matrix are obtained through the eigendecomposition of this
matrix. The eigendecomposition is obtained as :
C = PΘPT with PTP = I
where, P is the matrix of eigenvectors, and Θ is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues
of C.
The eigendecomposition of C provides the PCA of the between-subject similarity
matrix. The cross-product matrix of each subject can be plotted on the factor space.
The length of each component corresponds to its eigenvalue. On such a plot, the more
similar a subject is to the other subject, greater eigenvector they will have.
The optimal weights required to be derived in order to compute the compromise are
obtained by rescaled projections of the subjects onto the first dimension. To do so,
each element of p1 is divided is divided by the sum of the elements of p1. The vector
of the weighs is denoted by α, and is computed as
α = (1T P1)-1 x P1
Finally, the compromise is computed as the weighted average of the cross-product
matrices from all the subjects. It is denoted
S[+] = ∑ αt S[t]
where, αt denotes the weight for the t -th subject
The compromise matrix obtained in this manner is itself a cross-product matrix, and
hence its eigendecomposition provides a PCA. In the next section, I provide the data
that was collected using DISTATIS and the interpretation of the data.
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6. Analysis of DISTATIS Output
In this section, I provide four major results obtained from using DISTATIS. First is
the RV coefficient matrix and its PCA, second is the vector of the weight, third is the
quality of compromise and fourth is the PCA of the compromise matrix.
As we saw in the last section, the RV coefficients are used to evaluate the similarity
between the cross-product matrices. This similarity is captured in a between-subject
similarity matrix. For the 10 subjects of this experiments, the following 10×10
between-subject similarity matrix was obtained :
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This matrix tells how strongly the subjects agree or disagree with each other on the
sorting task for the sounds. Higher the number on the matrix for a row and a column,
more agreement there is between the two subjects denoted by the respective row and
column, with 0 being the minimum possible number and 1 being the highest possible
number.
Here, the range of the numbers on the matrix varies from 0.25, which is the lowest, to
0.81, which is the highest. The lowest agreement with 0.25 was found between
subject 1 (a male, 28 year old student) and subject 10 (a male, 43 year old data entry
typist). The highest agreement with 0.81 was found twice on the matrix, once between
subject 7 (a male, 28 year old student) and subject 3 (a female, 33 year old student),
and another time between subject 7 and subject 5 (a female, 23 year old student).
With scores ranging from 0.51 to 0.81, subject 7 emerged as most agreeing with all
the other subjects. Subject 7 also scored both the highest agreement score. Subject 7
was a 28 year old male student at the university. His sorting responses can be termed
as the most average response.
With scores ranging from 0.25 to 0.52, subject 10 showed the least agreement in
sorting. This subject also scored the overall least score. His can be termed as the most
original response out of all the subjects. This subject was the only non-academics
subject for the experiment. All the other subjects were either students or teachers.
Also, noteworthy is the fact that subject 10 was revealed to have a history of autism,
but was completely rehabilitated at the time of experiment.
With the help of the C matrix, an eigen-analysis was conducted, which provided the
PCA of the matrix. The PCA has two dimensions, each representing an eigenvector.
The first eigenvector is shown on the X-axis, while the second eigenvector is shown
on the Y-axis. The first eigenvector represents what is common to the subjects
because the C matrix is not centred. The greater the similarity is between one subject
and the other subjects, the more it will contribute to the eigenvector. This means that
the subjects with greater projections on the first eigenvector are more similar to the
other subjects than the subjects with smaller projections.
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Fig. 4 PCA of the RV matrix. It shows the agreement between the assessors.
Above is the PCA of the RV matrix from the experiment. Each blue dot indicates the
subject, with the gender and age of the subject mentioned within parentheses. This
PCA is in accordance with the expectations from the C matrix values. The first
eigenvector is plotted on the X-axis with the name Principal Component Number 1.
The longest projection on this axis is that of subject 7. Shortest projection on the axis
is that of subject 10. This is the correct depiction of the relationship between the
subjects.
PCA encodes the information from the first two main dimensions of the matrix. The
advantage of PCA over the matrix is that it is easy to visualize the relationship on
PCA. It also reveals clusters of subjects which are closer to each other, for example
subject 2 and subject 5. Another great advantage of PCA is that it helps to determine
the effect of the characteristics of subjects. In the present study, gender is tagged
along with the age for the subjects. Two barycentres (centres of gravity), one
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belonging to the girls and one belonging to the boys, are also shown, indicated by the
letters G and B respectively. Since the two barycentres are very close to each other, it
can be concluded that the gender plays no significant role in sorting task. The oldest
of the subjects is a male, 60 year old professor, while the youngest of the subjects is a
female 20 year old student. Their placement on the PCA shows no significant pattern.
It can be concluded that age does not play any significant role in determining the
sorting of the sound stimuli.
On the basis of the RV matrix, following are the weights calculated for the 10
subjects :
[0.096 0.107 0.099 0.097 0.111 0.083 0.117 0.105 0.105 0.073]
It can be seen that subject 10 has the least weight (0.073) which means that his
contribution to the compromise is the least. The weight of subject 7 is the maximum
(0.117), which means that he contributes most to the compromise. This result is in
agreement with the result obtained from the similarity matrix of the RV coefficient,
and the PCA of the RV matrix.
The groups made by subject 7 along with his translated comments are:
1. Clapping, laughter, babycry
Human-produced sounds
2. Airplane, boat horn, car horn
Machine sounds
3. Corkpop
Foreign pop
4. Pourwater, dropice
Sounds related to a glass
5. Horse gallop, sheep, dog bark
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Sounds made by animals
6. Chrurchbell, doorbell, telephone
Sounds of a bell
7. Waterbubbling, ocean
Sea sounds
8. Glassbreak, tearpaper
Sounds of things breaking
9. Typewriter
Fits with churchbell, doorbell, telephone, but is a category of its own (Cash register)
Subject 7 made 9 groups, which are the most representative of the sorting tasks done
by all the subjects. The group based on bells consists of sounds meant to attract
attention. The group based on things breaking consists of sounds of disintegrating
things. Two sounds were put in single element groups. The sound of cork popping
could not be identified so it was made into a separate group. During the second part of
the experiment when the subject was asked to describe the single member group he
had made with the sound of typewriter, he expressed the desire to group this sound
with the group of bells. This was because the recorded sound used for typewriter had
the characteristic metallic kaching sound towards the end which is typically produced
when the carriage is returned. The subject perceived the sound to be the sound of a
cash register.
Based on the groups formed by subject 7, following categories may be suggested :
1. Sounds made by humans
2. Sounds made by the machines
3. Sounds made by glass
4. Sounds made by animals
5. Sounds of a bell ringing
6. Sounds of the sea
7. Sounds made by disintegration of objects
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DISTATIS also allows calculating how good the compromise is. The quality of the
compromise may be calculated as the ratio between the first eigenvalue of C to the
sum of all the eigenvalues.
Quality of compromise = τ1 = eigenvalue1
∑ eigenvalue
The value of τ1 is calculated to be 62% by DISTATIS for this experiment. 62% of
quality of compromise means that the compromise explains 62% of the variance (i.e.
the inertia of the original set of data tables). This is a small value. It indicates that the
subjects differ substantially in their sorting of sounds into groups.
The PCA of the compromise matrix (see Fig. 5) shows the structure of the sound
stimuli common to the subjects. The sounds were plotted onto the space defined by
the first two principal components. The analysis of the PCA provides important
information about the categorization of the sounds.
The first striking observation is that all the sounds are divided into four well defined
groups, in the four different quarters of the graph. These four groups are visually
easily discernible from each other. These groups are :
1. Carhorn, boathorn, airplane
2. Church bell, telephonebell, doorbell
3. Water bubbling, dogbark, sheep, ocean, horsegallop, clapping, laughing, babycry
4. Typewriter, dropice, tearpaper, pourwater, corkpop, glassbreak.
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Fig. 5 PCA of the compromise matrix. It shows the projection of sound stimuli.
On the basis of the characteristics of the sounds, one can give description to each of
these groups. The first group is typically of sounds that are related to the vehicles. The
second group is the sound of bells. Since, these bells are meant for the specific
purpose of attracting someone’s attention, we can describe this group as the group of
sounds meant to attract attention. Third group comprises natural sounds, produced by
humans or animals or natural element. It can be described as the group of naturally
produced sounds. The final group is a very broad category. It has sounds of things
disintegrating, like glass and paper. It also has sounds of things making sudden impact
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like typewriter, ice dropped into a glass, water being poured and a bottle getting
uncorked. It can be described as the group of the sounds made by disintegrating or
impacting objects.
On the basis of this description, we can deduce four labels for the groups of the
sounds. These groups can be considered as the categories of the sounds, and the labels
can be considered as the names of the categories of the sounds. :
1. Sounds made by the means of transport
2. Sounds made to attract attention
3. Sounds made by natural things
4. Sounds made by the disintegration and impact of household objects
Thus, DISTATIS provided four major categories from the data of the experiment.
These four categories can be further abstracted. The first category is based on the
source of the sounds. The ringing of the bell category is based on the purpose of the
production of the sounds (also on the source of the sound). The third category is again
based on the source of the sound. The sounds in the fourth groups are produced as the
result of some event. Thus, on abstraction, we find that the categories are based on
either the source of the sounds, or the purpose of the sounds, or on the event that
produces the sound.
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7. Comparison and Conclusion
I obtained groups of stimuli sounds from 10 subjects through sorting tasks. Then I
used two tools to find the categories in the data. In this section we will compare the
results we obtained from these tools, and compile a cumulative result.
From the PERMAP software, I obtained several categories depending on what
percentage of the smallest third Waern links I chose. At a value lesser than 6%, there
were many groups with single members. At a value higher than 6%, all the sounds got
linked to each other. None of these two conditions were appropriate so I chose the
result obtained at 6% of the smallest third Waern links as the most optimum result
from the PERMAP software. I found 6 broad categories through PERMAP :

1. Sounds made by animals
2. Sounds made by humans
3. Sounds made by the means of transport
4. Sounds made to attract attention
5. Sounds made by movement of water
6. Sounds made by disintegration and impact of objects
From the DISTATIS software I obtained two results. The first is about the subjects
and the second is about the sound stimuli. DISTATIS indicated the most
representative of the subjects, subject 7.
The similarity between the categories obtained from the PERMAP software and the
subject PCA is very striking. There is a difference in the names of categories, but they
refer to the same concepts/features on which the categories are based.
Machines = Means of transport
Bells = Attention attracting sound
Sea = Movement of water
Related to a glass = Preparation of a drink
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This is also evident from the fact that the membership configuration of 5 PERMAP
categories is the same as the membership of the 5 categories of the subject PCA of
DISTATIS. The two members from the category of disintegrating and impacting
objects in PERMAP appeared as a separate category of the sounds made by glass in
the subject PCA of DISTATIS.
It is noteworthy that this category existed at 5% of the Waern links in PERMAP
analysis. At 5%, PERMAP provided 7 categories, the last one of which was the
category of the sounds of preparation of a drink, which corresponds to the sounds
made by glass in the subject PCA of DISTATIS. They have the same membership too.
At 6%, this seventh category is subsumed under the category of disintegration and
impact sound. Thus, one can conclude that at 6% of the Waern links, PERMAP
provides more general categories as compared with the subject PCA of DISTATIS.
This observation is hardly surprising as the results obtained from the subject PCA are
specific to one subject, whereas the results obtained from PERMAP aggregate the
data of all the subjects. That lends the generality to the results obtained from
PERMAP.
Finally, from the analysis of PCA of the sound stimuli, following 4 categories were
obtained :
1. Sounds made by natural things
2. Sounds made by the means of transport
3. Sounds made to attract attention
4. Sounds made by the disintegration and impact of objects
These categories are still further abstraction from the 6 categories obtained through
PERMAP. Out of these, the first two are based on the source of the sound, third is
based on the purpose of the sound, and the fourth is based on the event associated
with the sound.
The results obtained from this experiment regarding the categories of the sound
depend on which tool and which technique was used. The categories obtained from
Waern links analysis based on the PERMAP software, and from PCA analysis based
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on the DISTATIS software are different but comparable. The difference in the result
is seen due to the different multidimensional methods employed by them.
The categories discovered were also incidental to the stimuli that were provided.
Providing a wider variety of stimulus sounds, and including more number of people
would have provided more or fewer categories.
Another important conclusion I arrive at is that inclusion of more sounds in a group
generalizes the description of the group, this leads to the abstraction of the category.
When the group consists of only sound, the category can be identified by the name of
that one sound. But when more sounds are grouped together, a hypernymic
description would be required to identify the category.
The most important conclusion of the present experiment was the discovery of these
hypernymic descriptions. Though PERMAP and the two DISTATIS techniques gave
slightly differing categories, they could all be abstracted to a common level on which
the categories themselves were based. At this level there were three categories of
sounds :
(i) the source of the sound
(ii) the purpose of the sound
(iii) the event associated with the sound
Inclusion of a greater variety of sounds may increase the number of these hypernimic
descriptions on which the categories are based.
The results obtained in the present study are indicative in nature. They indicate some
preliminary categories and the basis of the categories. The categories would depend
on the stimulus sounds. So, for future, this experiment can be extended by including
more types of sounds, and conducting the experiment with a larger number of subjects.
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8. Linguistic Analysis and Conclusion
The linguistic analysis of the comments made by the subjects presented some
interesting results, which conform to the results obtained from multidimensional
analysis. I collected all the comments in one file and considered that as a corpus. A
simple corpus analysis revealed the size of the corpus to be of 750 tokens and 219
types. Following were the most frequent content words in the corpus (synonyms and
variations of words were counted together to obtain the aggregate):
Geluid(en)
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klank(en)

8

------------------------------Sound

=

45

------------------------------Horen

12

-----------------------------Hearing

=

12

-----------------------------Mense(lijke)

7

Mensen

4

-----------------------------Human

=

11

-----------------------------Dieren(geluiden)

7

-----------------------------Animals

=

7

------------------------------
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Bel(len)

7

-----------------------------Bells

=

7

-----------------------------transportmiddelen

2

vervoersmiddelen

2

voertuigen

2

-----------------------------Transport

=

6

-----------------------------Glas

6

-----------------------------Glass

=

6

-----------------------------Water

5

-----------------------------Water

=

5

-----------------------------zee

3

-----------------------------Sea

=

3

-----------------------------In their comments, the subjects explicitly referred to the object of their perception, i.e.
the sounds, and also to the act of perception, i.e. hearing. Therefore, most frequent
words were understandably related to sounds and hearing. After this the most frequent
content words were all nouns that were the labels of the groups. Most of these are the
nouns that also turned out to be the labels of the categories found through
multidimensional scaling analysis.
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One of the most frequent groups formed by the subjects was that of the sounds related
to animals. It was also the most uniformly described group. All of the 8 subjects that
made this group identified it as the group of animal sounds using either just the noun
animal (dieren, animals) or the word animal as the adjective (dierengeluiden, animal
sounds), or using it in a complex phrase (Geluiden wat gemaakt wordt door een dier,
sounds which are made by an animal). This was an example of a group distinctly
based on the identification of the source of sound.
Another highly uniformly recognized group was that of the sounds related to transport
and vehicles. 8 out of 10 subjects made this category. In sorting task, they put the
same three sounds in a group, but in linguistic description task, they used various
kinds of descriptions. 2 subjects out of 10 identified the group with the name of the
object that produced the sound, i.e. the vehicles (voertuigen). 5 subjects identified it
with the label of the purpose, i.e. the transportation (vervoersmiddelen and
transportmiddelen). 1 subject identified the same group of sounds as the sound of
machines (machinale geluiden). This is a good example of how the same set of
sounds may be defined differently by the subjects. People may use synonyms to
describe the group, or they may use the terms of varying abstraction to describe it.
On the basis of the comments, I found that following are the criteria that were used to
describe the groups :
1. Sound sources – Some groups were described on the basis of the source of the
sounds in the group. Animals and humans appeared as the most frequently identified
sources of sound.
2. Purpose of the sounds – Some groups were described on the basis of the purpose
for which the sounds in those groups are used. For example, the group with the
sounds of ringing bells was usually described by the purpose of the ringing of the bell,
i.e. to attract attention.
3. Event associated with the sounds – Some groups were described on the basis of the
event that is associated with the member sounds of that group (geluiden van dingen
die kapot gaan, sounds of things breaking).
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This result concurs with the results obtained from the multidimensional scaling
analysis. These three categories emerged as the major categories for the sounds used
in the experiment.
When people could not identify a sound or had difficulty coming up with a name for
the group, they used one of the three strategies:
1. They used a generic noun, like ‘thing’ (iets wat belt of ringt, something that bells or
rings).
2. They described the acoustic property of the sounds (…lange zich herhalende
geluiden…, long and repetitive sound).
3. They made a separate category of unidentified sounds (geen idee wat voor geluid
dit is, vandaar een aparte categorie, No idea what this sound is, hence a separate
category).
The most interesting comments came from the subject who had the history of autism.
He used a totally different criterion than others to group some of the sounds. He used
the criterion of the setting of the sound or the context of the sound in which the
sounds are most likely to be encountered. For example, for the sounds of doorbell,
dog bark and baby cry, he used the description geluiden in en rondom het huis (i.e.
sounds in and around the house). Similarly for the sounds of church bell, breaking
glass, galloping horse and bleating sheep, he used the description geluiden die zich in
de nacht afspelen (Sounds that play at night). Another group he made was with the
sounds of popping cork, ice dropping, liquid pouring, laughter, and clapping
(arranged in the mentioned order), and he labelled this group as een bijeenkomst van
mensen (a meeting of people).
This subject gives strong indication that it is not always the source or the purpose or
the events that are associated with the sound on whose basis people categorize sounds.
Some people might use the context or the setting in which the sound is usually heard
to categorize the sounds. The evidence for this would not have ever appeared with
only multidimensional analysis. It could only be obtained from the description of the
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sounds. This marks the importance of using linguistic analysis along side the
statistical analysis of the data obtained from such experiments.
In my opinion, two important characteristics of the categorization made by this
subject are:
1. Use of a plot – The sounds are perceived as individual events which are seen to
have a temporal nature.
2. Use of narrative – The comments reflect the role of the plot by identifying the
setting, characters and events of the plot.
Plot is the characteristic of the perception, whereas narrative is the characteristic of
the description. We see the narrative in the comments, whereas on seeing the narrative
we assume that there was a plot perceived by the subject. Thus, linguistic description
is an important supplement to sorting tasks.
One more interesting group made by the subject was with the sounds of a paper being
torn and a telephone bell ringing. The description of the group was, het zoeken naar
een adres voor een telefoontje (the search for an address for a call). A possible plot is
of a person noting down the phone number on a piece of paper, and then tearing it off
and carrying it with herself, before making a phone call.
The results obtained from linguistic analysis are largely in agreement with the results
obtained from the multidimensional analysis. Both the methods indicated the same
hypernimic categories. In the case of the anomalous responses from one subject,
linguistic analysis provided a better insight into the response than purely statistical
analysis. Whereas sorting task showed only the groups in which the subject sorted the
sounds, linguistic analysis of the descriptions of the groups provided a powerful tool
to reveal the psychological processes that may have resulted in formation of those
groups. So, sorting task in combination with linguistic analysis makes a good
procedure to reveal the categories of sounds. This result concurs with the findings of
Lelièvre et al. (2008) who, on the basis of their research on sorting of beers by trained
and untrained beer tasters, concluded that sorting tasks coupled with linguistic
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analysis of the descriptions of the categories provide an interesting tool in
understanding how subjects perceive an object.
With respect to the linguistic analysis, the future work may focus on the interesting
results obtained from the person with a history of Autism. Sorting task followed by
description task might provide a non-invasive method for assessing the individuals
with learning disabilities. A larger corpus of comments is ought to give better results.
In the next section, I present the experiment on onomatopoeic words.
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CHAPTER 4.
Language to Sound

In this chapter I describe my experiment with onomatopoeic words and discuss the
results. The first section is the introduction to the experiment. Second section states
the hypothesis. Third section explains the experimental set up for and the data is
analyzed in the fourth section. The typicality of the sounds found through the
experiment is compared with the typicality rated by the subjects in the last section.

1. Introduction
There are two types of sounds: speech sounds and non-speech sounds. Speech sounds
are the meaningful sounds articulated by humans. It is the intermediate product of a
very complex system that is used by humans to communicate conscious thoughts and
ideas (Andringa, 2002). Well structured speech sounds loaded with communicable
information appear in the form of spoken words of a language. The relationship
between the spoken word and the information it encodes is very often arbitrary
Non-speech sounds (e.g. sounds of chirping of birds, sounds of things falling, etc.) are
the sounds that are produced due to the interaction of objects in the world. They are
not structured and are not linguistic in nature. Still, they are a rich source of
information about the world. This is why human languages devised onomatopoeic
words to represent non-speech sounds in the form of the speech sounds. The words in
a language that encode the non-speech sounds are called onomatopoeic words.
Onomatopoeia is the naming of a thing or action by a vocal imitation of the sound
associated with it. 4 It is the use of a word that denotes a sound suggested by the
phonetic quality of the word, or thing that produces such a sound. 5 Onomatopoeic
words are the words that imitate the non-speech sounds. Since onomatopoeic words
4

As retrieved on 15th August 2009 from: http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/onomatopoeia
As retrieved on 15th August 2009 from:
http://www.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOfLinguisticTerms/WhatIsOnomatopoeia.htm

5
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imitate the real sounds, their phonetics should be an indication to the sound. I test this
hypothesis in this experiment.

2. Hypothesis
I use the phrase ‘corresponding sound’ to indicate the sound for which an
onomatopoeic word stands, e.g. the sound of an object falling into water is the
corresponding sound for the onomatopoeic word splash, whereas the sound of a
ringing bell or the sound of a dog barking are the ‘non-corresponding sounds’ to the
word splash.
I hypothesized that if onomatopoeic words actually imitate the real sounds, one
should be able to predict the characteristic properties of the corresponding sound from
an onomatopoeic word. In other words, given an onomatopoeic word, it should be
possible to predict the corresponding sound. From the application point of view, if
there is a system which understands onomatopoeic words, then given an
onomatopoeic word and a set of sounds, this system should be able to classify the
corresponding sounds of this onomatopoeic word from the non-corresponding sounds.
Since onomatopoeic words are fashioned on the sounds that they imitate, one expects
that there should be something common in the signal structure of an onomatopoeic
word and its corresponding sound. In this experiment I test this hypothesis. I
compared the signal structure of onomatopoeic words with the signal structure of the
corresponding sounds.
Signal structure of onomatopoeic words could be accessed in two ways. One is to
record the vocalization of the onomatopoeic word and then do a spectrogram analysis
of it. Another way of finding the signal structure is to project an expectation of the
signal structure by looking at the phonetics of the onomatopoeic word. A phonetic
description of the word is prepared on the basis of the properties of the consonant and
the vowel sounds of the word. This phonetic description is termed as the signal
expectation.
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The difference between the two is that in a time frequency representation such as a
spectrogram (or a cochleogram) we find the actual spectrogram of the spoken word,
whereas in the phonetic description we find the expectation of the signal structure
instead of the actual signal structure. The advantage of using signal expectation over
signal structure is that linguistic descriptions are more generalizable, as they can be
used for multiple instances of the sound, as compared to the spectrogram which are
specific to a particular sound clip.
I obtain the cochleograms of the sounds. A cochleogram is a time-frequency-energy
plane as computed by a model of the human ear 6 . It is a kind of spectrogram which is
fashioned on the basilar membrane in human ear. The picture obtained through
cochleogram shows the distribution of sound source energy as a function of time and
frequency. It is easier to interpret than a spectrogram because it is based on an
advanced level auditory model. The cochleograms correspond to the acoustics of the
sound and indicate the signal structure of the sound. A visual observation of the
cochleogram (e.g. the intensity of the colours, the shape of the patterns, the reading of
the frequency, the reading of the time, etc.) is used to analyze the cochleogram. The
analysis of the structure thus obtained is called the signal analysis.

Fig. 1. Outline of the experiment. Sounds provide the signal analysis. Words provide
the signal expectation. Their matching score is the result.
The testing of the verity of the hypothesis lies in testing whether this signal analysis
obtained from the sound matches the signal expectation obtained from the
6

As retrieved on 24th August 2009 from
http://www.ai.rug.nl/vakinformatie/PTenS/docs/CPSPhandleiding.pdf
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onomatopoeic word (see fig. 1). There should be a stronger match between the signal
expectation from an onomatopoeic word and the signal analysis of its corresponding
sound, as compared to the signal expectation and the signal analysis of a noncorresponding sound. For example, there should be a stronger match between the
phonetic description of the word ‘splash’ and the sound of an object falling into the
water, as compared to the former and the sound of a bell ringing.

3. Experimental Set up
To test the hypothesis, I conducted an informal survey to find five most commonly
recognized onomatopoeic words in Dutch. Several people were asked to suggest
onomatopoeic words along with the situations in which these words are heard in.
From the suggested onomatopoeic words, one onomatopoeic word was chosen for
each of the following six categories (the a priori categories of the sound referred to in
the previous experiment):
1. ANIMALS
Barking of a dog = woef woef
2. HUMAN
A person sneezing = hatsjoe
3. WATER
Splash of water = plons
4. MECHANICS
A clock ticking = tik-tak
5. WARNING
Ringing of a door bell = ding-dong
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6. ACTION/PROCESS
Revving of a vehicle engine = vroem-vroem
I used the World Wide Web 7 to find three sample sound clips for each of these
onomatopoeic words. Thus, in total, I collected 18 sound clips for the six
onomatopoeic words. Each of the clips was clearly audible and was about 2 seconds
long.
This experiment consisted of the following steps:
1. Signal expectation –
(i) In order to generate the signal expectation through phonetic description of the
words, a table of expected signal properties of each phoneme was made.
(ii) Rules to go from phoneme level signal expectations to the word level expectations
were formed for each onomatopoeic word on the basis of the phonetic description of
the sounds involved in the formation of the word.
2. Signal analysis –
(i) Cochleograms for the sounds were obtained
(ii) Cochleograms were analyzed for each sound to obtain signal analysis.
3. Scoring –
Signal expectation of each word was matched with signal analysis of each sound. A
score was provided.
For signal expectation, I described the consonants and vowels using simple rules.
Miller & Nicely (1955) discovered that voicing, nasality, duration affrication and
place of articulation are five most important features of consonants which help to
distinguish one from the other. I used these five features for describing the consonants
for my experiment. Apart from this, the distinctive phonological features of
consonants and vowels (Stevens, 1998) were also used to describe them. The
information about the frequency formants was obtained from Ladefoged (2005).

7

http://www.findsounds.com/
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Information about the place of articulation was obtained from Laver (1994). Since
they were based on many sources, the descriptions were very general and broad. Here
I am providing two descriptions for the sake of illustration:
/t/
(i) Greater burst of noise, in higher frequency range
(ii) High pitch
(iii) High frequency. At about 4,500 Hz
(iv) At syllable initial, increasing F1 (because it is plosive), slight change in F2,
decreasing F3
(v) At syllable finial, decreasing F1, slight change in F2, increasing F3
(vi) Abrupt beginning or ending of the adjacent vowel
(vii) Lasts longer than 20 ms

/i:/
(i) High tongue, low pitch F1
(ii) Very high F2 because of very little lip rounding
(iii) Low amplitude
(iv) Low loudness, because mouth is less opened
On the basis of such short descriptions, I developed some simple rules for the
onomatopoeic words that I used in the experiment. The rules were very simple in
nature and described what a word should look like phonetically, on the basis of its
constituent consonant and vowels. I.e. these rules determine the word level
expectation on the basis of phoneme level expectation. An example of such a word
level expectation is:
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----Plons
/pl/ - Rapidly increasing F1, F2 and F3, small burst of noise, no definite pitch
/l/ - Followed by a faint formant at a very low frequency, another faint formant around
1,5000 Hz, and sudden break in pattern right before the vowel
/o/ - high tongue, low pitch F1, low F2 because of lip rounding. Longer duration of
vowel because of the preceding voiced consonant. Large amplitude, i.e. sounds louder
(because the mouth is open)
/ns/ - Low amplitude of /n/ which increases when /s/ starts. Rapid decrease in F1 and
increase in F3 because of /n/, the increase in F1 continues through /s/
The word ends in high pitch, greater intensity, very high energy (at about 10,000 Hz)
and continuous turbulent noise.
----Similar rules were made for all the six onomatopoeic words (see appendix). These
rules provided the signal expectations.
In order to obtain the signal analysis, cochleogram-based visual analysis of the sounds
corresponding to the onomatopoeic words was performed. There were 18 such sound
clips. For each sound one cochleogram was obtained. Major features of the
cochleogram were observed and noted down. Some of the features observed on
cochleogram were
1. Onsets
2. Noise bursts
3. Tonal elements
4. Harmonics
5. Timbre
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On the basis of these features, the signal analysis was obtained. An example of a
cochleogram and its signal analysis is given here:

Fig. 2 The cochleogram of the one of the three sounds corresponding to the
onomatopoeic word ‘plons’.
Signal analysis of Fig. 2 is as follows:
•

Sharp onset burst

•

Smaller burst at 3000 Hz

•

Compounded longer burst

•

Strong broad burst (300-6000, mainly at 3000Hz)

•

Many irregular noisy pulse-like structures

•

Overall, slow tendency towards higher timbre.
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Such cochleograms and the analyses of cochleograms were obtained for all the 18
sounds. Thus, I obtained signal expectations from the onomatopoeic words and signal
analysis from the cochleogram analysis of the sounds.

4. Data Analysis
After having obtained the signal expectations and signal analysis, they were compared
and scored for similarity. Signal analysis of the cochleograms, comparison and
scoring were done under the supervision of Dr. Tjeerd Andringa. A five point scale
was used for scoring. On this scale, greater similarity between the expectation and
analysis would result in a higher score (closer to 5), whereas lesser similarity would
result in lower score (closer to 1).
An example of scoring is shown in Table 1 (See appendix for the entire table). For
each onomatopoeic word, there were 3 corresponding and 15 non-corresponding
sounds (shown horizontally). Each onomatopoeic word also had many expectation
rules (shown vertically). Each expectation rule was compared with the cochleogram
and signal analysis. A sub-score was provided for each of the rule based on how well
the expectation was fulfilled. The scoring was based on visual observation.
For example, the expectation rule for the sound /p/ in the initial position of the word
plons was that there would be an abrupt aperiodic start with rapidly increasing
formants F1, F2 and F3, because /p/ is a plosive consonant. A small burst of noise
with no definite pitch was also expected. On observing the cochleograms of all the 3
corresponding and the 15 non-corresponding sounds, it was found that the three
corresponding sounds match the expectation the most. Out of the non-corresponding
sounds, the next best sub-scores were obtained by the sounds of the onomatopoeic
word tik-tak (clock), and the lowest sub-scores were obtained by the sounds of the
onomatopoeic word hatsjoe (sneeze). This is obvious given the fact that the initial /t/
sound of the word tik-tak is also a voiceless plosive, just like /p/, and hence its
cochleogram shows the abrupt aperiodic start like that in the case of /p/. On the other
hand, the intial /h/ sound of the word hatsjoe is continuous and periodic. So, its
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cochleogram does not match the description of the sound /p/, and hence it is given a
low score.
Based on the individual sub-scores of each rule, an average of these sub-scores was
obtained for each sound. This average was squared off to the nearest whole number. It
was this average that became the score of the sound with respect to the onomatopoeic
word.
Table 1. Table of signal expectations matched with signal analysis
Plons (Signal expectation
defined

by

Dr.

Tjeerd

Andringa)

Plons

(Sig.

Woef

woef

Plons (Signal expectation

Ana.)

defined

s1

s2

s3

s1

s2

s3

5

5

5

4

3

4

4

4

5

1

1

3

3

4

4

1

2

3

4

5

5

1

3

3

5

5

5

1

2

1

Score

21

23

24

8

11

14

Average

4.2

4.6

4.8

2

2

3

by

Pranesh

(Sig. Ana.)

Bhargava)
/p/ Rapidly increasing F1,

/p/ Abrupt aperiodic start

F2 and F3, small burst of
noise, no definite pitch
/l/ - Followed by a faint
formant at a very low
frequency, another faint

/l/ gradual/smooth fairly

formant around 1,500 Hz,

rapid change in timbre

and

sudden

break

in

pattern right before the
vowel, + gliding change
in frequency
/o/ - high tongue, low
/o/ possibly periodic

pitch F1, low F2 because
of lip rounding
/ns/ - Low amplitude of
/n/, that increases when

Slowly decreasing energy,
probably aperiodic

/s/

starts,

Rapid decrease in F1 and
increase in F3 because of
/n/, the increase in F1
continues through /s/
Whole: mainly aperiodic,
hard onset, gradual offset
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On this table, a high score for a sound indicates that this sound corresponds more with
the onomatopoeic word. From the scoring it was found that the score for the signal
expectation of an onomatopoeic word with respect to its corresponding sound was
always very high as compared to its score with respect to non-corresponding sound.
For each onomatopoeic word, its three corresponding sounds always achieved a
relatively higher score compared with the non-corresponding sounds. So for example,
the 3 corresponding sounds for the word plons scored highest scores (above 4) as
compared to the other 15 non-corresponding sounds (about 2 and 3). Following is the
confusion matrix of the sounds.

Fig. 3. Confusion matrix displaying which sounds are easiest to confuse
In the confusion matrix, the vertical axis stands for the onomatopoeic words, whereas
the horizontal axis stands for the sounds. The horizontal axis has 18 (6 words x 3
sounds each = 18 sounds) columns, each standing for one sound clip. A scale of the
average is shown with the colour coding. The colours towards the blue hue in the
spectrum show low average, whereas the colours towards the red hue show the high
average. Low average score means that there is less correlation between the signal
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analysis of the onomatopoeic word and the sound. Vice-versa is true for high average
score. This coloured confusion matrix is an intuitive way of showing the data of the
table. It can be observed that the highest of the scores exist on the diagonal, which
indicates that the signal analysis of each onomatopoeic word matches best with its
own three corresponding sounds.
The greatest shade of blue is shown in between the corresponding sounds of tik-tak
with the words woef-woef, vroem-vroem and hatsjoe. This means that the signal
expectation of the word tik-tak matches least with the signal analysis of those words.
This is because the tik-tak sounds show abrupt aperiodic start, which corresponds best
with a plosive consonant at the word initial position. None of the three words has a
plosive at the initial position. The only word that best matches the expectation of the
tik-tak sounds is the word tik-tak itself. The word ding-dong up to some extent
matches the expectation, because it does start with a plosive sound, albeit a voiced
one. Similar such examples can be found using the confusion matrix. So, I found that
the sounds match better with the expectation from their corresponding onomatopoeic
word.
This is an important result as it establishes that the description of an onomatopoeic
word fits its corresponding sound better than its non-corresponding sound. This leads
to the conclusion that these onomatopoeic words were not arbitrary, but had a
correlation with the acoustic structure of the corresponding sound. Thus, the
difference in the description of the onomatopoeic words captures the difference
between their corresponding sounds in an effective manner.
It was found that a coarse interpretation of the cochleograms is sufficient to determine
the relationship between the phonetic description of the word and the corresponding
sound. This finding is very logical because the sounds are not themselves speech, and
their internal structure is not speech-like. So, they do not need a precise phonetic
description. For the word itself a very broad phonetic description was found to be
more relevant than speech specific description. This establishes that there are very
general rules which relate onomatopoeic words to sound and vice versa. There are few
factors on which a language gives itself considerable amount of freedom to come up
with onomatopoeic words.
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For example, periodicity is one such factor. Periodicity in sound waves refers to the
repetition of patterns of sound waves over time. When the repetition is unbroken, as in
the case of a vowel, the sound is called periodic, whereas, when the repetition is
broken, as in the case of a plosive consonant, the sound is called aperiodic. There is
randomness and lack of pattern involved in aperiodic sound wave. Aperiodicity is
very typical of plosive sounds, and a sharp aperiodic onset denoted through a plosive
in an onomatopoeic word is very likely to indicate an aperiodic onset of the
corresponding sound the onomatopoeic word is referring to.
So, the experiment helped to arrive at two main findings:
1. An analysis of the phonetic description of an onomatopoeic word established the
relationship between it and the everyday sounds it represents. The relationship was
found to be not arbitrary.
2. It was found that it is possible to predict the nature of the corresponding sound on
the basis of few parameters of the onomatopoeic word.
These findings are based on very broad parameters which have the scope of more
specific definition. But these findings are important because they indicate the
possibility to design a speech recognition system that can identify the sounds
associated with an onomatopoeic word on the basis of the phonetic structure of the
word. This would require developing better rules. For that it would be required to
decide which parameters are the best to describe an onomatopoeic word, and find the
right way to formalize the expected values of those parameters in the form of rules.

5. Comparison of Typicality
The experiment showed that given the onomatopoeic words and their description, it is
possible to sort the corresponding sounds from the non-corresponding sounds. The
next obvious question is if it is possible to find the most typical sound out of many
corresponding sounds. I had 3 corresponding sounds for every onomatopoeic word.
The signal expectation system was able to point out these 3 corresponding sounds.
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But there are bound to be some differences among these 3 sounds as well. Is the
signal expectation system just described also able to find out the most typical of these
3 sounds?
To find the answer of this question, I compared the results from the signal expectation
experiment with the performance of human subjects on the same stimuli. In order to
obtain the typicality data from the human subjects, 15 Dutch subjects were chosen.
The idea was to present an onomatopoeic word and its three corresponding sounds,
and ask the subject to mark the most typical and the least typical sounds. Each time,
an onomatopoeic word and only the three sounds corresponding to it were presented
to each subject. Then the subject would note down the most typical and the least
typical sound associated with the given onomatopoeic word.
The results obtained from all the subjects were aggregated. The sound which had been
chosen as the most typical sound highest number of times by the subjects is
considered to be the most typical sound. Following table compares the typicality
results from the signal expectation and from the human subjects. The sound on the left
most is the most typical sound, where as on the right most is the least typical sound.

Table 2. Typicality comparison. The left most sound is the most typical, while the
right most is the least typical. Same ranking sounds are joined with a hyphen mark
Onomatopoeic Word

Most

typical

Sound Most

(Signal Expectation)

(subjects)

Plons

s3, s2, s1

s2, s1, s3

Woef-woef

s3, s2-s1

s2, s3, s1

Ding-dong

s1-s2, s3

s3, s1, s2

Vroem-vroem

s3, s2, s1

s2, s3, s1

Tik-tak

s1-s2, s3

s1, s3, s2

Hatsjoe

s2, s1, s3

s3, s2-s1
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typical

sound

The simple statistics reveals that the results obtained from human subjects do not
match very well with the results from the signal expectation. The reliability of the
results from the subjects could be the problem. It was possible that the subjects were
not in significant agreement with each other, and the typicality results were only the
result of numerical majority. I.e. if 5 subjects indicated s1 as the most typical sound,
while 4 subjects indicated s2, and 6 subjects indicated s3, then s3 would be seen as the
most typical sound by the force of simple majority, although, what it actually
indicates is that there is a considerable disagreement among the subjects regarding the
most typical sound.
An inter-rater agreement test ensures that the agreement between the raters is
significant in order for the rating results to be trusted. I used an online 8 Fleiss’ Kappa
inter-rater test to find out the agreement among the subjects. On feeding the
aggregation data into the kappa calculator it outputs a value between 1 and -1. The
value of 1 indicates perfect agreement, -1 indicates perfect disagreement below
chance, and 0 indicates agreement equal to chance. A kappa of 0.70 or above
indicates adequate inter-rater agreement. The kappa values for my data were
calculated to be:

Plons = 0.138094
Woef-woef = 0.195238
Ding-dong = 0.152380
Vroem-vroem = 0.366666
Tik-tak = 0.0809520
Hatsjoe = 0.166666
None of these kappa values come even close to the mark of 0.70. This shows that
there is no adequate inter-rater agreement among the subjects regarding what the most
typical sound of a given onomatopoeic word is.

8

http://justusrandolph.net/kappa/
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This result can be very well explained on the basis of the findings of the first
experiment (sound to language). In that experiment I found that there are many bases
for categorization of sounds. It was found that the sounds could be categorized on the
basis of either the source of the sound, or the purpose of the sound, or the event that
produces the sound. These hypernimic categories can be the basis of sorting any type
of everyday sounds, including the ones used in this experiment.
When the subjects were asked to rate the sounds on typicality, they were not told
whose typicality they were supposed to rate. There was a possibility to rate the sounds
on the basis of the typicality of the source of the sound or on the basis of the typicality
of the purpose of the sound, or the event that produced the sound. So, for example,
one could rate the typicality of the sounds corresponding to the word ding-dong on the
basis of whether it is a typical sound of any bell, or if it is typical sound that can stand
for the word ding-dong (not necessarily the bell). In other words, when listening to the
sounds, some subjects might have been trying to hear a typical bell, while others may
have been trying to hear the word ding-dong in the sounds. There might be other
similar bases of rating the typicality of the sounds, which may give differing results.
This brings the conclusion that for future research, one would need to specify
beforehand the basis of typicality of the sounds, or ask the subjects to overtly specify
the basis of the typicality of the sounds.
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Chapter 5.
Conclusion and Future Work

In the thesis I presented two experiments dealing with the two directions as mentioned
in the introduction chapter. The purpose of the first experiment was to discover the
perceptual categories of sounds in human subjects. The purpose of the second
experiment was to discover the relationship between onomatopoeic words and their
corresponding sounds.
In both the experiments, the focus is on sound. Whereas in the first experiment,
sounds are perceived and represented as categories, in the second experiment they are
perceived and represented as onomatopoeic words. In a way, both the experiments
deal with categorization. In the first experiment, the sounds are categorized on the
basis of parameters that the subjects choose to use. In the second experiment the
sounds are categorized on the basis of their correlation with the onomatopoeic words.
The key findings from experiment 1 are that,
1. Some of the common categories that subjects made were the categories based on
source of the sound, purpose of the sound, event that produced the sound and the
context in which the sound is heard often.
2. Physical parameters like frequency, intensity, etc. were not being employed in
categorizing the sounds by people.
3. When the source, event and purpose of the event were not known, it was described
using the physical properties of the sound.
The key findings from experiment 2 are that,
1. Onomatopoeic sounds are not arbitrary, but have a close correlation with their
corresponding sounds.
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2. With the help of the definition of some parameters in the acoustics of an
onomatopoeic word, it should be possible to predict the sounds denoted by that word.
3. Subjects may be using not one but various different criteria for rating the typicality
of a sound. This result concurs with the result from experiment 1.

The thesis provided the conclusion that we perceive and categorize everyday sounds
based on various parameters, which are not only acoustic or auditory in nature, but
also semantic in nature. Another conclusion I draw is that the acoustic features of
sound are encoded in the form of phonetic features in onomatopoeic words. Thus, I
establish that there is an intricate relationship between sound and language, and we
use semantic and phonetic features to represent everyday sounds in language.
The findings of the first experiment are useful because they provide us preliminary
insight into the cognition through the analysis of categorization. Cognition has been
claimed to be an act of categorization of stimuli (Oliva, 2005). Perceptual categories
formed in the minds of humans are important cue to the process of cognition.
Findings of experiment 2 are useful because the non-speech sounds, which
onomatopoeic words represent, are rich source of information for us. It would be very
useful to have a model that could predict the sound corresponding to an onomatopoeic
word. It could be useful in automatic recognition of everyday sounds and
communicating about them. It could help in reconstructing a real world scene using
the natural language description. It could help in precisely interpreting the meaning of
natural language expressions containing onomatopoeic words.
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As an extension of the present work, I would like to do the following:
1. Explore the possibility of using the distinction between script categories versus
taxonomy categories (Ross & Murphy, 1999) in explaining the data from the first
experiment.
2. Use the technique of sorting tasks and linguistic description with people with
learning disabilities.
3. Compare the onomatopoeic words from across languages for the similar sounds. I
would be interested in finding out the various strategies that language employ in order
to formulate the onomatopoeic words.
4. Making a sound recognition system that can take identify the sounds associated wit
an onomatopoeic word.

It would be interesting to continue the work on this area, specially, with the people
with learning disabilities. Experiment 1 might provide a good non-invasive method to
test the presence of Autism.
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Appendix-I
20 sound clips were selected. From each a priori category, at least three sounds were
selected (e.g. 3 for animals, 4 for water, etc).
1. ANIMALS
Dog bark; Horse gallop; Sheep
2. HUMAN
Baby cry; Laughing; Clapping
3. WATER
Water bubbling; Drop ice; Pour water; Ocean
4. MECHANICS
Type writer; Airplane; Telephone
5. WARNING
Boat horn; Car horn; Doorbell; Church bell
6. ACTION/PROCESS
Glass breaking; Cork popping; Paper tearing
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Appendix – II
Cochleograms of sounds

S1 Ding dong
• Two similar sounds,
damped tonal with
sharp onsets
• First: slower onset,
higher freq tone
(600 Hz)
• Second: sharper
onset with
dampened high
tonal compoment
(500 Hz). Main tonal
components much
longer

S2 Ding dong
• Two similar damped
tonal sounds with
strong onsets
• First: sharper onset,
more high freq
content,slower
damped tonal (650
Hz) with faint
harmonics
• Second: duller onset,
lower freq tone (600
Hz), no harmonics,
more rapid damping

S3 Ding dong
• Two similar damped
tones with sharp
onsets
• First: sharper onset,
higher freq tone
(700 Hz), less
dampened
• Second: more tonal
onset, strongly
dampened, lower
main tone (600 Hz),
more dampened
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S1 Hatsjoe
• Short noisy speech‐
like (3 formants,
500, 1400‐2000,
2300 Hz) sound
• Followed by noise
burst met
prominent high freq
with decreasing
(3500‐1000) center
frequency. Main
pattern formant‐like
(350 Hz).

S2 Hatsjoe
• Five repetitions of a
similar noisy speech
pattern. The last the
strongest. Formants:
400, 1200, 2100, 2800
Hz. First, third and last
most harmonic
• Noise burst with
prominent onset (with
some down sweep
1400‐800Hz). Main
noisy energy around
3500Hz, another down
sweep 300‐250 Hz

S3 Hatsjoe
• Noisy speech‐like burst
(650, 1500, 2500, 3600
Hz)
• Noise less energetic
then burst
• Speech‐like component
(300, 2100, 3500 Hz)
• Slow broad noise burst
(main energy 1430Hz),
main energy in begin
• Noisy, less energetic
repetition of speech‐
like component
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S1 Plons
• Hard onset of
sustained noise burst
of gradually
decreasing energy
and a upward shifting
timbre
• Superimposed a
number of broad
events: three short
burstlike, one strong
burst (900‐6000, main
3000Hz), one low freq
down sweep: 300‐
100Hz

S2 Plons
• Sharp onset burst
• Smaller burst at 3000
• Compound longer
burst
• Strong broad burst
(300‐6000, main
3000Hz)
• Many noisy pulse‐like
structures irregular
• Overall tendency
slowly towards higher
timbre.

S3 Plons
• Burst‐like onset,
main energy 900
and 3000Hz
• Compound burst
consisting of noisy
pulse‐like
contributions, that
gradually become
less prominent
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S1 Tik Tak
• Repetition of double
pulse, regularly
spaced
• Pulse 1: lower timbre
(250, 1600, 3000+ ,
noisy ringing out
(reverberation?)
• Pulse 2: less like ideal
pulse, bit higher
timbre (250, 2200,
4000 Hz)
• All repetitions very
similar

S2 Tik Tak
• 8 repetitions of a
similar burst,
regularly spaced,
main energy >
1400Hz,
“maximum”
2000Hz. Energy at:
150, 450, 950,
2000)

S3 Tik Tak
• 8 repetitions of two
pulses (all regularly
spaced)
• Small differences
between first and
second pulse
• First: main energy
at 630Hz
• Second: main
energy at 600 and
some at 930 Hz
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S1 Vroem Vroem
• Two broad noise
burst (750 ms).
Very similar
• Main energy
around 500 and
1300Hz
• Structured pulse
(main energy
>1500 Hz) in
between near end
of first burst

S2 Vroem Vroem
• Complex noise
harmonic pattern.
Pattern of 6
rising/falling pitch.
Lowest: 50 Hz,
highest (2‐3 times)
300 Hz.
• Faling periods very
similar
• Rising periods are
shorter and less
similar.
• Rising phase has
more high frequency
noise

S3 Vroem Vroem
• Possible onset effect:
short burst main
energy in high freq
range (>1700Hz)
• Two broad noisy
bursts with weak low
harmonics (correlated
to burst energy, pitch
rise‐fall
• Second burst
stronger. Burst similar
in freq content
(>1700)
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S1 Woef Woef
• Possible onset
pulse
• Two very similar
bursts, formant‐
like. Broad
formant (or two)
700‐1500 Hz,
other formant
2300‐2500 Hz

S2 Woef Woef
• To similar bursts,
slight difference in
frequency
content. No tonal
evidence
• Broad or
compound
formant 700‐
1700Hz, other at
2300 and 3300 Hz

S3 Woef Woef
• Two complex
bursts met tonal
evidence (possible
multiple pitches,
most prominent
around 500)
• Possible
resonances at 850‐
1400Hz and 1700
Hz, 2200Hz
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Appendix – III
Expectations from the onomatopoeic words
1. Plons
/pl/ - Rapidly increasing F1, F2 and F3, small burst of noise, no definite pitch
/l/ - Followed by a faint formant at a very low frequency, another faint formant around
1,5000 Hz, and sudden break in pattern right before the vowel
/o/ - high tongue, low pitch F1, low F2 because of lip rounding. Longer duration of
vowel because preceding voiced consonant. Large amplitude, i.e. sounds louder
(because mouth is open)
/ns/ - Low amplitude of /n/, that increases when /s/ starts. Rapid decrease in F1 and
increase in F3 because of /n/, the increase in F1 continues through /s/
The word ends in high pitch, greater intensity, very high energy (at about 10,000 Hz)
and continuous turbulent noise.
2. Woef woef
/w/ - Slight increasing F1, Increasing F2, No change F3
/u/ - low pitch F1 because high tongue, low F2 because of lip rounding
/f/ - since it is at syllable final, decreasing F1 (also because it is consonantal),
decreasing F2, decreasing F3
The word ends with high pitch, low intensity (because /f/ is not loud), and high energy
at about 3000 Hz, with continuous turbulent noise.
3. Ding dong
/d/ - Starts with defnite pitch because voiced; burst of noise in high frequency range;
high pitch; slight change F2, decreasing F3
/i/ - abrupt beginning of the vowel; high tongue leads to low pitch F1, and no lip
rounding leads to high F2. Low amplitude and loudness (because mouth is not open
wide)
/ng/ - decreasing F1, merging F2 and F3
/d/ - Starts with defnite pitch because voiced; burst of noise in high frequency range;
high pitch; slight change F2, decreasing F3
/o/ - high tongue, low pitch F1, low F2
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/ng/ - decreasing F1, merging F2 and F3, low pressure
The word should end with low pressure because the air escapes through the nasal
cavity.
4. Vroem vroem
/v/ - Starts with a rapid increasing F2 and F3; energy around 3000-4000 Hz; high
pitch; not loud, so low intensity
/r/ - Rise in formants; low frequency F3 at about 200Hz; another formant around 2.5K,
little energy at F2
/u/ - high tongue, low pitch F1, low F2
/m/ - Syllable final /m/ leads to decreasing F1, F2 and F3
The word ends with low amplitude and low pressure.
5. Tik tak
/t/ - Starts with great burst of noise, in higher frequency range; High pitch; increasing
F1 because it is syllable initial plosive, slight change F2, decreasing F3
/i/ - Abrupt beginning of the vowel; high tongue, low pitch F1, highest F2 because of
minimal lip rounding
/k/ - Great burst of noise; low pitch; decreasing F1, and merging F2 and F3 because it
occurs at the end of the syllable; intensity at 2,000 and 3,000 Hz
/t/ - Starts with great burst of noise, in higher frequency range; High pitch; increasing
F1 because it is syllable initial plosive, slight change F2, decreasing F3
/a/ - Abrupt beginning of the vowel; low tongue, high pitch F1, lowest F2 because of
less lip rounding
/k/ - Great burst of noise; low pitch; decreasing F1, and merging F2 and F3 because it
occurs at the end of the syllable; intensity at 2,000 and 3,000 Hz
6. Hatsjoe
/h/ - Noisy F3 below 3000 Hz; faint F1 and F2; rise of continuous turbulent noise
/a:/ - low tongue, high pitch F1, lowest F2 because of less lip rounding
/ts/ - Prolonged frication; rapid increase in intensity because it is at the syllable initial;
/u:/ - high tongue, low pitch F1, low F2 because of maximal lip rounding
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Appendix – IV
Score Table for onomatopoeic words
plons
1
2
/p/ Abrubt
aperiodic start

/l/ gradual/smooth
fairly rapid change
in timbre

/o/ possibly
periodic,

plons
/p/ Rapidly increasing
F1, F2 and F3, small
burst of noise, no
definite pitch
/l/ - Followed by a faint
formant at a very low
frequency, another faint
formant around 1,500
Hz, and sudden break in
pattern right before the
vowel, + gliding change
in frequnecy
/o/ - high tongue, low
pitch F1, low F2 because
of lip rounding
/ns/ - Low amplitude of
/n/, that increases when
/s/ starts,
Rapid decrease in F1 and
increase in F3 because
of /n/, the increase in F1
continues through /s/
Whole: mainly aperiodic,
hard onset, gradual
offset

3

Woef woef
1
2
3

Ding dong
1
2
3

Vroem vroem
1
2
3

Tik tak
1
2

3

Hatsjoe
1
2

3

5

5

5

4

3

4

3

3

2

3

1

4

4

4

4

2

2

3

4

4

5

1

1

3

1

1

1

2

1

3

2

1

1

2

1

2

3

4

4

1

2

3

1

1

1

3

3

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

4

5

5

1

3

3

1

2

2

2

1

3

1

1

1

4

4

3

5

5

5

1

2

1

1

3

3

2

2

4

1

1

2

3

2

2
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Score
Mean

Woef woef
/w/ - Slight increasing
F1, Increasing F2, No
change F3, slowly
starting voiced afficative
/u/ - low pitch F1
because high tongue,
low F2 because of lip
rounding
/f/ - since it is at syllable
final, decreasing F1 (also
because it is
consonantal), decreasing
F2, decreasing F3
Whole: repeated
structure, in part
periodic, on- and offset
gradual
Score
Mean

Ding dong

21
4.2

23
4.6

plons
1
2

24
4.8

3

8
2

11
2

14
3

Woef woef
1
2
3

7
1

10
2

9
2

Ding dong
1
2
3

12
2

8
2

16
3

Vroem vroem
1
2
3

10
2

8
2

Tik tak
1
2

10
2

3

13
3

10
2

Hatsjoe
1
2

11
2

3

2

2

2

3

3

4

2

2

2

4

3

4

1

1

1

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

4

4

2

1

2

2

2

3

4

5

4

3

3

4

1

1

1

4

1

4

1

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

1

5

5

5

2

2

2

3

2

4

2

2

2

2

3

1

9
2

10
3

9
2

13
3

13
3

15
4

6
2

6
2

6
2

14
4

10
3

16
4

6
2

5
1

6
2

9
2

9
2

8
2

3

Woef woef
1
2
3

plons
1
2
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Ding dong
1
2
3

Vroem vroem
1
2
3

Tik tak
1
2

3

Hatsjoe
1
2

3

/d/ - plosive start with
defnite pitch because
voiced; burst of noise in
high frequency range;
high pitch; slight change
F2, decreasing F3
/i/ - abrupt beginning of
the vowel; high tongue
leads to low pitch F1,
and no lip rounding
leads to high F2
/ng/ - decreasing F1,
merging F2 and F3,
energy dies out
/d/ - Starts with defnite
pitch becaue voiced;
burst of noise in high
frequency range; high
pitch; slight change F2,
decreasing F3
/o/ - high tongue, low
pitch F1, low F2
/ng/ - decreasing F1,
merging F2 and F3, low
intensity, energy dies
out
Whole: partial repetition,
first part with higher
timbre, all periodic, hard
onset and damping out
Score

3

3

d

4

4

3

4

4

3

3

3

4

4

3

3

4

3

2

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

1

4

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

1

1

3

4

4

3

2

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

1

4

4

3

4

4

3

2

1

1

4

3

3

3

3

4

1

1

1

1

2

2

4

4

4

2

2

1

4

1

3

2

2

3

1

2

1

1

1

2

4

4

4

2

1

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

5

5

5

2

3

3

3

2

2

3

1

1

13

14

10

15

17

19

28

28

25

15

13

13

23

13

15

19

14

15
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Mean

/v/ - Fairly
periodic, partly
aperiodic, slow
onset.

/r/-irregularities in
energy develoment
/u/ low pitch
timbre periodic
part
/slowly dying out
toward lower
frequencies

Vroem vroem
/v/ - Voiced, starts with
a rapid increasing F2
and F3; energy around
3000-4000 Hz; high
pitch; not loud, so low
intensity
/r/ - Rise in formants;
low frequency F3 at
about 200Hz; another
formant around 2.5K,
/u/ - high tongue, low
pitch F1, low F2
/m/ - Syllable final /m/
leads to decreasing F1,
F2 and F3, slowly dying
out
Whole: repetition of
noisy slowly starting
component with
prominent low timbre
periodic components
thst die out gradually
Score
Mean

1.9

2

plons
1
2

1.4

3

2.1

2.4

2.7

Woef woef
1
2
3

4

4

3.6

Ding dong
1
2
3

2.1

1.9

1.9

Vroem vroem
1
2
3

3.3

1.9

Tik tak
1
2

2.1

3

2.7

2

2.1

Hatsjoe
1
2

3

2

2

2

3

4

4

2

2

2

3

3

4

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

1

1

4

2

3

2

3

4

4

1

1

1

2

2

3

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

2

2

3

4

4

2

1

1

2

1

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

3

4

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

2

2

3

2

3

2

4

4

5

2

2

1

2

2

1

10
2

10
2

11
2.2

9
1.8

11
2.2

16
3.2

10
2

12
2.4

10
2

17
3.4

18
3.6

21
4.2

8
1.6

6
1.2

5
1

10
2

8
1.6

10
2
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Tik Tak

/t/ abrupt (broad)
onset

/i/ high pitched
timbre

/k/ abdrupt onset
of silence

/t/ abrubt (broad)
onset

/t/ - Starts with great
burst of noise, in higher
frequency range; High
pitch; increasing F1
because it is syllable
initial plosive, slight
change F2, decreasing
F3
/i/ - Abrupt beginning of
the vowel; high tongue,
low pitch F1, highest F2
because of minimal lip
rounding
/k/ - Great burst of
noise; low pitch;
decreasing F1, and
merging F2 and F3
because it occurs at the
end of the syllable;
intensity at 2,000 and
3,000 Hz
/t/ - Starts with great
burst of noise, in higher
frequency range; High
pitch; increasing F1
because it is syllable
initial plosive, slight
change F2, decreasing
F3

plons
1
2

3

Woef woef
1
2
3

Ding dong
1
2
3

Vroem vroem
1
2
3

Tik tak
1
2

3

Hatsjoe
1
2

3

4

4

4

3

2

1

5

5

4

3

1

4

5

5

5

3

2

2

3

4

4

3

2

3

3

4

3

1

1

3

5

5

4

3

2

3

4

4

3

3

3

2

1

4

3

1

1

1

5

5

5

2

3

4

3

2

1

3

2

1

5

1

1

3

1

1

5

5

5

3

2

4
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/o/ lower pitched
timbre

/k/ abdrupt onset
of silence

whole: regular
repretition of short
pulse-like sounds
with alternating
high and lower
timbre

/a/ - Abrupt beginning of
the vowel; low tongue,
high pitch F1, lowest F2
because of less lip
rounding
/k/ - Great burst of
noise; low pitch;
decreasing F1, and
merging F2 and F3
because it occurs at the
end of the syllable;
intensity at 2,000 and
3,000 Hz

1

2

1

3

3

3

3

2

3

1

1

1

5

3

4

1

1

4

1

1

1

4

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

5

5

2

3

4

2

1

1

3

3

3

3

4

2

1

2

3

5

4

4

2

2

1

Score
Mean

18
2.6

18
2.6

15
2.1

22
3.1

17
2.4

16
2.3

21
3

21
3

17
2.4

11
1.6

8
1.1

14
2

35
5

32
4.6

32
4.6

16
2.3

15
2.1

22
3.1

Hatsjoe

plons
1
2

Whole: repretition of two
hard starting short
sounds with prominent
aperiodic content and
possible periodic
content. Timbre of first
higher then of the last

/h/ - Noisy F3 below
3000 Hz; faint F1 and
F2; non-hard rise of
continuous turbulent
noise

2

2

3

3

Woef woef
1
2
3

3
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3

3

Ding dong
1
2
3

2

3

2

Vroem vroem
1
2
3

2

2

3

Tik tak
1
2

1

1

3

1

Hatsjoe
1
2

4

4

3

4

/a:/ - low tongue, high
pitch F1, lowest F2
because of less lip
rounding
/ts/ - Prolonged
frication; rapid increase
in intensity because it is
at the syllable initial;
silence before t
/u:/ - high tongue, low
pitch F1, low F2 because
of maximal lip rounding
Whole: voiced and
aspirated non-plosive
start silence and hard
starting noisy end whith
low timbre and possible
voiced part
score
Mean

2

2

1

1

1

2

3

3

3

1

3

3

2

1

1

3

4

3

3

3

4

1

3

3

2

4

2

3

1

3

3

3

3

4

5

2

3

1

1

1

2

3

2

3

2

1

4

1

2

1

1

3

4

3

2

2

2

1

3

3

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

3

4

3

12
2.4

10
2

11
2.2

7
1.4

12
2.4

14
2.8

12
2.4

16
3.2

11
2.2

8
1.6

11
2.2

11
2.2

9
1.8

8
1.6

7
1.4

17
3.4

21
4.2

15
3
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